
To all tennis students current and past 

 

One of the goals of the GWTA middle school tennis program is to keep the girls (and boys in the spring) 
moving forward with learning the game of tennis and potentially play on the high school team and 
beyond.  Of course for current high school players, they should continue to play, keep in shape, and stay 
sharp for their respective tennis seasons. 

That said, I have decided to offer two group tennis instruction days starting on Tuesday, November 
16th as follows (we will skip the Thanksgiving week): 

 Middle school boys and girls on Tuesday’s from 4 to 5:30 
 High school boys and girls on Thursday’s from 4 to 5:30 

The reason for offering groups is simple; it’s clearly impossible for me to accommodate everyone with a 
private lesson right after school. Each session will target different aspects of the game.  For instance one 
week we may work mostly on forehands, the next week on volleys and the next on serves.  I will still 
focus on the overall game and try to identify sticking points.  We’ll also play games for a bit of 
competition and add some singles and doubles for match experience and strategy. 

The cost per person is $25 and I’d like to keep the numbers to no more than six or eight with each 
session.  Coach Christy has offered to assist when she can which will give me a chance to pull kids aside 
to do a bit of one-on-one. 

Some of you may also have private lessons with me during the week and you are welcome to attend this 
as well.  If you are interested in a private and I can’t fit you in during the week, I would consider a lesson 
or two on a Saturday morning. 

In addition, from time to time I may offer separate clinics as I have done in the past to work on serving 
or other specific strokes. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please don’t hesitate to respond to this email or text me at the 
number below.  I’m always available to do adult group lessons too if anyone is interested. Thank you 
all for your support and trust! 

Lee Atwater 
Coach, Murray Middle School Tennis and Assistant Coach, Ashley HS Boys Varsity Tennis 
 
www.leeatwatertennis.com 

Tennis tips on Instagram @leeatwatertennis 

Mobile: 609-828-0725 

 


